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     FOUNDATION
Organising the Systems Department

Research for an earlier Foundation report (No. 48
♥ Measuring the Performanceof the Information
Systems Function) revealed that, of the organ-
isations surveyed, 53 per cent had undergone a
major reorganisation in the information systems
area during the preceding two years, and 43 per
cent were expecting a major change within the
next two years. Moreover, 18 per cent appeared
in both categories, having experienced one major
upheaval andliving in expectation of another. On
the basis of this sample,it seems that nearly a fifth
ofall systems departments arein a state of constant
revolution.
The most important finding of our researchfor this
report is that the root cause of the organisational
problems many systems managers know they have
is an overemphasis on technical factors. The organ-
isational structure of most systems departments has
been largely determined by the needs of the
technology. We believe that this is now wrong, and
that this inappropriate emphasis explains why so
many departments have to abandon one organ-
isational model and start again.
In the past, it may well have been appropriate to
organise the systems department around the needs
of the technology, creating an organisational
structure that was concerned mainly with making
the technology work. Such an organisation is no
longer sufficient. What is required today is an
organisation that is more concerned with using the
technology for the benefit of the business. In other
words, the organisational focus needs to change
from how the technology works to howit will be
used.
Webelieve therefore that the major organisational
issues facing systems managers today involve the
ways in which the systems departmentintegrates
itself with the organisation as a whole ♥ in other
words, the way in which the systems department
relates to the business it serves.
In this report, we identify the main business-driven
(mot technology-driven) factors that a systems
director needs to consider when formulating his
organisational policy. Many of these factors are
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concerned with understanding the culture and
structure of the organisation that the systems
department serves and then setting out to build a
systems organisation that is part of the overall
corporate culture. We believe the biggest organ-
isational challenge facing systemsdirectors today
is to create a structure that will finally break down
the barriers that still exist between the business
and the systems department.

The report begins with six case histories that
illustrate the ways that a variety of organisations
have tackled these problems. We then report on
the results of a survey we carried out among the
systems managers and directors who attended our
discussion sessions. The aim of this survey was to
identify the factors that systems managers felt
were most important in designing a new organ-
isational structure for the systems department. In
manyrespects,the results of this survey make very
depressing reading, because they reinforce the
view expressed earlier that not enough emphasis
is being given to business factors.

The next two chapters consider the two essential
prerequisites for building a business-oriented or-
ganisation for the systems department: the need
to understand and identify with the corporate
culture (including the way that the enterprise will
initiate, and then absorb,specialist functions such
as information systems); and the need to adopt a
customer-oriented approach, which requires an
understanding of the different systems needs of
different levels in the management hierarchy.

The report concludes with our views about the way
in which the systems departmentof the future will
evolve. The systems departmentwill be organised
to cope with many different types of systems and
with different management styles and business
cultures. In particular, it will not be possible to
manageall types of systems activity in the same
way. Thefinal chapter also reviews the case for
decentralising systems activities and gives guidance
on howto strike a balance between centralised and
decentralised activities. Finally it discusses future
personnel issues and the role of the systems
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director that this evolution implies. It concludes
that the systems director of the futureis:
♥ Seen as a corporate officer, a manager among

managers.
♥ Technically competent, but not first and fore-

most a technician.
♥ A candidate for a top managementjob.
♥ Essentially a communicator, with a message for

the enterprise.
♥ Anardentparticipantin the battle to accomplish

goals.
♥ Keenly aware ofhis or her owncritical success

factors.
♥ Working full-time on securing improvements in

each of the above areas.

RESEARCH METHOD
The research for this report was carried outin late
1985 and early 1986 by Hugo De Haes,a principal
consultant in Butler Cox's Amsterdam office;
David Butler, chairman of Butler Cox; and David

vi

Seabrook, research director of the Butler Cox
Foundation.

Theliterature on the subject of this report is vast.
As part of our research, we reviewed a substantial
part of this body of knowledge and have drawn
upon it as appropriate. Publications and papers
explicitly referred to in the report are listed at the
end of this document, and other published material
that significantly influenced our thinking is
includedin the bibliography.

Our surveyof the publishedliterature involved us
in reviewing the work of many distinguished
scholars and specialists in organisation as well as
in systems. To counterbalance this academic view
of the subject, we conducted a research project
amongst Foundation member organisations. The
project consisted of a series of discussionsessions.
In all, we met with the systems managers from 37
organisations in six countries (Belgium, France,
Italy, Sweden, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom). The aim of of these meetings was to
obtain a practical, down-to-earth view of the or-
ganisational problems and issues facing systems
managers today.
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Webegin by describing the ways in which a variety
of organisations have tackled the problem of
organising the systems department to make it a
better ☁fit☂ with the organisation it serves. These
experiences are presented as six case histories,
eachillustrating how the particular systems depart-
ment has been reorganised in response to business
pressures, altering its relationship with the rest of
the organisation. They also illustrate that little
would have been achieved by a mere internal
reorganisation of the systems department.

Thecase histories also illustrate the diversity of the
demands on the systems departmentin different
industries.
In an insurance company with a large customer
base and relatively high sales costs, the systems
department had to act initially as a cost-control
agency. Once the systems team had secured that
essential commodity ♥ credibility ♥ it could go on
to offer more effective ways of supporting sales
and monitoring performance.

Ina bank, the systems function hadto extractitself
from a role where it was perceived as being both
powerful andisolated from the business. This per-
ception was changed by opening up discussion of
priorities and transferring a considerable measure
of control to the customers.

Ina consumer goods company, the systems depart-
ment was also regarded as bureaucratic, over-
technical, andrestrictive. After an act of unilateral
independenceby one business unit, a massive plan
for decentralisation was adopted.

In a European airline, a technically structured
systemsorganisation obstructed planning and the
setting of priorities. After a study, a much more
task-oriented and customer-oriented structure was
adopted. The new structure is market-driven at the
front end and performance-driven at the back end.

The systemsdivision of a motorcar manufacturer
found that its customer units wished to be more
intimately involved in systems planning. An orderly
transfer of some systems staff was arranged.
Although there were transitional problems and
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Chapter 1
Case histories

delays, the new structure now works well and
promises further benefits in the future.
In all cases, great benefit derived from the systems
department viewingitself as a flexibly deployed
unit within the corporate structure.

AN ITALIAN MANUFACTURING AND
SALES ORGANISATION
This company (which has requested anonymity)
manufactures and sells consumer goodsin Italy. It
employs 7,000 people andis structured into five
product divisions and a holding company.

Until 1984, the whole data processing activity was
controlled by the holding company, with an infor-
mation managerin each division acting as liaison
with the central data processing function. The
development activities were structured by divi-
sional application areas, and 40 per cent of all
programming was carried out by external staff.
Overall coordination was in the handsof a steering
committee responsible for long-term planning and
budget approval.

The customers in the various divisions regarded
this management arrangementas too bureaucratic.
It emphasised technical aspects and inhibited the
use of systems by insisting on commonapplications
for all the divisions.

After one of the larger divisions developed a
warehousing application on its own and chose a
different hardware supplier, the steering commit-
tee decided to promote a new allocation of tasks:
♥ Systems analysis and design should be handled

at divisional level to achieve a closefit with the
operational requirements.

♥ Programming and hardware operations should
stay underthe control of the centre.

♥ The central data processing function should
become an information centre for common
applications such as administration, personnel,
and finance.
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By the end of 1985, all the divisions had created
their own data processing departments. The biggest
difficulties that arose during the reorientation of
the data processing resources were:
♥ Balancing the different needs of each division

with the needs of the holding company,in order
to maintain an overall policy and preserve the
possibility of consolidation.

♥ Controlling the total growth in expenditure on
hardware, software, and human_resources
during the decentralisation process.

♥ Maintaining a management style that allows
coordination of effort without hamperinglocal
initiatives.

♥ Adjusting the responsibilities of the steering
committee.

The most noticeable benefit of the new organ-
isational structure has been an increase in personal
commitment by local systems managers, leading to
a more businesslike and entrepreneurial attitude.

A EUROPEANAIRLINE
Early in 1984, this Europeanairline recognised thatthe organisational structureof its systems depart-ment, which was four years old, had some seriousdrawbacks. In those days, the systems function
comprised five groups:
♥ Computer operations.
♥ Communications (including research and im-plementation).
♥ Information systems development.
♥ Managementservices (customer support, office

automation, operational research, etc.).
♥ Systemsservices (sales to third parties).
One of the main drawbacks was that technicalsupport staff (systems engineers in the airline☂sterminology) were employedin three of the groups.Furthermore, in the absence of a formal systemsstrategy, personnel preferences played an impor-
tant part in decisions on priority.
Theairline decided to evaluate the placement ofthe systems engineers by involving all the peopleconcerned andto establish with them the preferredorganisational structure. This participative exercise
resulted in a high degree of support for the creationof a single unit called ☁technical support☂ thatwould encompass all systems engineering activities.
This new unit now consists of four sections:
♥ Systemsengineering, with 130 people organised

by type of system, irrespective of product or
application.

 

♥ Infrastructure, with 12 people concentrating on
research, on innovative projects, and on project
managementof infrastructure projects. Projects
are implemented by seconding systems engin-
eers from the systems engineering unit. This
arrangement prevents professional isolation,
whilst at the same time providing a stimulating
environment for high fliers.

♥ Performance analysis, capacity planning, and
resource management (25 people).

♥ Change management.

Thecreation of the technical support unit resulted
in the transfer of most of the people involved, and
the majority of the systems engineers have been
placed in the job of their preference.

The fundamental changes brought about by the
creation of the technical support unit produced a
demandfor a survey of the remainderof the sys-
tems department. This was carried out(also in a
participative manner) during 1985 andresulted in
changes at two levels:
♥ The way in which the systems function as a

whole is managed.
♥ The way in which customer-oriented activities

are managed.

The computer operations group (comprising about
90 people) remained largely unchangedas a result
of this reorganisation (although operations support
is now the responsibility of the technical support
unit).

The head of the systems department, who reports
to the airline☂s general manager, received the
support of two newstaff units:
♥ A strategic planning unit, charged with the

responsibility for developing five-year and two-
yearstrategies, the latter as a guideline for the
technical support unit.

♥ An organisation support unit, whose main tasks
are to monitor the systems department's effec-
tiveness by carrying out opinion polls and to
support the department by centralising its ad-
ministrative tasks.

The customer-serviceactivities have been brought
together in a group consisting of four units. Two
of them aresales-oriented and two are execution-
oriented:
♥ Systemsservices(identical to the original group),

with ten people devoted exclusively to external
sales prospects.

♥ Account management, with 12 people dealing
with internal and external clients. This new
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unit☂s objective is to relate new demands by
clients to the systems function☂s complete
product catalogue, taking an unbiasedattitude
towards the customer☂s request.

♥ Aninformation centre with 55 people, providing
all central hardware and software facilities, as
well as equipment, education, and support for
customers.

♥ An applications development unit with 190
people locatedin four ofthe airline☂s divisions,
and groupedby typeof application. (Previously,
applications developmentstaff were grouped by
functional business area.)

The main advantage of the new organisational
structureis thatit is entirely client-oriented at the
customerinterface, but is efficiency-oriented for
the development of systems. However, restructur-
ing has highlighted the urgent need to introduce
new tools to control and coordinate the various
activities of the new units.

VOLVO DATA SYSTEMS
Volvo Data Systemsis the information systems unit
of the Volvo holding company. Volvo operates
mainly in the car manufacturing industry, but for
some years now has been diversifying into other
sectors.

Ten years ago, Volvo Data Systems recognised the
need to involveits internal customers morein the
systems development process. This need con-
formed to the systems unit☂s own belief that both
the systems function and the business should be
structured according to the same organisational
concepts.

Volvo Data Systems then began a gradual process
of decentralising systemsactivities to the divisions
and local companies. Over a periodof time, the 300
systems developmentstaff (systems analysts and
programmers) were dispersed in units of 25 to 30
people, together with their manager, to the
departments. Within the departments, these units
wereretained as separate units, reporting to the
financial manager of the companyor the division
concerned. This gradual transfer of development
staff was planned in close cooperation with the
staff concerned and received the positive support
of the large majority of them.
In addition, a central data processing unit with IBM
and DEC computers with a total capacity of 80 mips
was retained, along with several specialist
functions such as technical support, communica-
tions planning and support, capacity planning, and
policy developmentfor applications packages and
for office automation.
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Thelocal systems units have the authority to select
packages and office automation applications, but
they have to discuss their proposals for new
developments with the central unit, mainly for
planning purposes.

After some years of experience with this
distributed organisational structure, several lessons
can be drawn:
♥ Thelack of existing systems skills within the

local business units, and the lack of business
skills within the systems units, meantthat it took
time to integrate the systems units within the
business units. Customers soon found out that
decentralisation did not solve their problems
more quickly, but it did involve them more and
improved their understanding of the problems.
The systems people adapted quickly to their new
environment, mainly because they continued to
do what they always had done, but now in an
environment where communication with the
customer was mucheasier.

♥ Thecloser involvement with systems meantthat
the local companies became much more aware
of the costs involved, which resulted in a more
realistic attitude when they were formulating
suggestions.

♥ At the time of transferring the systemsunits to
the local companies, the managerial capabilities
of the systems managers were not sufficiently
developed to warrant a direct reporting relation-
ship with the top managerof the local company
or division, although it is intended to achieve
this in time. To this end, an extensive training
programme has beenstarted.

Volvo Data Systemsalso recognises that there are
several aspects of systems management that need
to receive more attention in orderto bringit into
line with a decentralised development organisa-
tion. The most important areas requiring attention
are the following:
♥ Documentation standards andusertraining will

need to be coordinated by the centre.
♥ More use should be made of subcontractors for

certain recurring tasks (such as programming),
and also for technological assessments and in-
frequently occurring tasks. Only a small number
of central specialists would be retained to
manage the subcontractors.

♥Career paths and promotion procedures will
need to be adapted to the newsituation.

♥ Theincreased involvement of top management
with systems matters will change the qualities
needed in systems management. Volvo has not
ruled out the possibility of splitting the role of
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the central systems manager in two ♥ staff
position close to top management on the one
hand, and a headof the processing unit on the
other.

VICTORIA VESTA
Victoria Vesta is a Dutch insurance company that
employs about 1,600 people.It came into being by
merging two of the constituent companies that
formed its holding company, Nationale Neder-
landen, whichis itself the largest Dutch insurance
company. Victoria Vesta markets its products ex-
clusively by direct selling; it is the leading Dutch
companyin this field.

The companysells the complete range of insurance
products in the middle and lower segments of the
family market. A consequence of this market
position is a large numberof policyholders (approxi-
mately 3.5 million) with a rather low average
premium. In order to service its chosen market
segment adequately, Victoria Vesta uses its own
field sales force (currently 700 people). One of the
key factors influencing Victoria Vesta☂s profit
performance is therefore the way in which the
relatively high cost per policy is controlled.
In 1975, rising costs led to a fundamental change
in the way in which the data processing depart-
ment supported the business. Earlier, applications
tailored to specific products had been built. Now,
applications are designed both to match the
sequence in which Victoria Vesta deals with the
various activities of the insurance business and to
help achieve a reduction in the cost of adminis-
tering each policy. In order to achieve this cost
reduction, it was decided that the individualclient
would becomethe focus of every product, policy,
and application.

These changes led to several actions on the part
of the data processing department, the most
important of which were:
♥ A central client file was established, and all

existing applications were amendedto reflect
the three main areas of business activity(sales,
insurance, and premium collection).

♥ A single database was created.
♥A pilot scheme for the sales force was intro-

duced in which 12 insurance advisors were
provided with a personal computer at home.
Overnight, the personal computer was linked
automatically with the central mainframe so
that details of the previous day☂s transactions
could be transferred to the mainframe. The main
aim of the pilot scheme was to determine

whether the reduction in administration time
resulted in an increase in sales effectiveness.

Changes were noticed in the way the insurance
advisors planned their activities by making use of
the routine facilities incorporated in the system.
Also, because the system offers accurate up-to-date
information about the activities and sales results
of the insurance advisors, sales management was
provided with new opportunities for increasing the
effectiveness of the sales force. The results of the
pilot were very positive, and plans are now in hand
to extend the approach to the rest of the sales
force.

The following changes in the structure and
manning of the data processing department
resulted from the business decision to extend the
pilot approach:

♥ Systems analysis, design, and programming
resources were regrouped into teams by major
activity, instead of by product group.

♥ Thecontribution madebythesales force during
the development of new applications was in-
creased, but within a framework of moreclosely
controlled project organisation and procedures.

♥ Twonew functions were introduced ♥ database
administrator and, later, data administrator.

♥ An office automation unit was established to
monitor technical developments and implement
pilot projects.

The data processing department now has seven
units:
♥ Systems analysis, systems design, and program-

ming (55 people).
♥ Operations, including planning and administra-

tion (55 people).
♥ Operating system support and telecommunica-

tions (8 people).
♥ Database administration (8 people).
♥ Data administration (4 people).
♥ Office automation (4 people).
♥ Organisation and procedures (30 people).

The head of the data processing departmentis a
member of Victoria Vesta☂s management board.
The changesin the data processing support for the
sales force brought aboutby the plannedfull-scale
introduction of local workstations have promoted
consideration of several other desirable organ-
isational changes:
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♥Now that most of the old transaction appli-
cations have been amended, development
resources could be used to develop a whole
range of decision-support systems, not only for
internal managementandclerical units but also
for marketing and sales support. Such a move
could lead to the reorganisation of the internal
administrative resources from units oriented to
product groups to units based on sales areas.

♥The present functional specialisation of the
internal administrative resources could be trans-
formed into enlarged, integrated jobs, combining
all clerical activities for a given type of policy
or client, and supported by the new database
applications and decision-support systems.

Finally, Victoria Vesta is considering seconding
nonsystemsstaff to the data processing department
for a limited time, and then returning them to their
original department. A similar scheme for data
processing staff moving in the opposite direction
is unlikely because it is less attractive to the
individuals concerned.

GENERALE DE BANQUE
The Générale de Banqueis the largest Belgian
bank, employing approximately 16,000 people in
12 administrative centres and 1,150 branchoffices.
Its total annual information systems budget
amounts to $80 million.
The current organisation and role of the systems
function reflect the historical background of the
bank, which was formed by mergers of smaller
banks. At present, the central systems functionis
organised into the following units:
♥ Operating systemsunit, including database and

data communication (40 people).
♥ Organisation and procedures, including

standards and business computing support (20
people).

♥ Security, architecture, and data management
(10 people).

♥ Systems development (160 people plus 50
temporary programmers).

In addition, there are six regional data processing
centres employing 300 people, and they are
coordinated by a central unit employing 60 people.

The central systems managerreports to a member
of the board, who also supervises the personnel
and organisation department.
Historically, the driving force behind successive
reorganisations within the bank has been the
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systems function. Over the years, the influence of
information systems on the bank☂s operations
became progressively more important. More and
more emphasis was placed on adopting and
exploiting the latest technological developments in
order to keep abreast of the competition. One
result of this technology-oriented approach was
that the systems function becameisolated from the
rest of the business, and systemsstaff were viewed
from within the bankas isolated technocrats. The
systems function☂s customers within the bank had
very little knowledge of systems plans or possi-
bilities. At the same time, operating costs in general
were rising, and a 20-year period of tremendous
growth in banking was coming to an abrupt end.
Because of these changes, the boardinitiated two
major studies:
♥ The development of a long-term business

strategy.
♥ Asurvey of the bank☂s systems needs. Some 300

representatives from all units and management
levels participated in this survey, which was
based on the Alloway methodology.

From the findings of these studies, several
priorities were established for the systems
function:

♥ To improve the cooperation between the bank☂s
departments and the systems function. This was
achieved by appointing regional systems
representatives to play a liaison role. These
people were recruited from the bank☂s main-
stream business departments.

♥To improve the information flow between
departments. To dothis, a project was set up to
modify the data capture proceduresin order to
make data available earlier.

♥ To establish a formal systems strategy (linked
with the business strategy) and to install the
appropriate systems architecture.

♥To provide improved support for the imple-
mentation of the business strategy. This was
achieved by establishing a greater degree of
cohesion between the regional data processing
centres and by streamlining the operating
procedures.

♥ To promote and implement an extensive infor-
mation systems training programme throughout
the bank.

The priorities for the systems function, and the
consequent restructuring, should be seen as a
phasein the developmentprocessof the bank. For
the medium term, plans are in hand to increase
further the online links with the administration
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centres and to review the roles that the data
processing centres can (and should) play in the
further integration of the bank☂s operations, in line
with the business strategy.

A LARGE FRENCH CONGLOMERATE
Since 1980, this French conglomerate company☂s
information systems policy has maintained a
careful balance between:
♥ The corporate managementand control of the

information systems function.
♥ The development and maintenance of applica-

tions.
♥ The operation of computer hardware.
The organisational structure of the systems
function that has been established to achieve this
balance was influenced by four basic factors:
♥ The companyhas several divisions, each dealing

with different markets and product lines. Each
division develops its own long-term plans and
identifies its own requirements for information
systems support. This gives rise to a need for
coordination based on previously agreed rules
and guidelines, especially in the case of
applications supporting business functions that
serve all the divisions.

♥ The complexity and pace of change of informa-
tion technology led to the need to concentrate
experience and evaluationskills in a single unit.

♥ To improve the understanding of business
problems by systems staff working with the
customers, it is necessary to bring the staff
together at one location. Only then can the
support provided by information systems be
most effective, and only then can customers
significantly increase their awareness of systems
possibilities and limitations.

♥ The advisory role of the systems function
towards group and divisional management had
increased in importance over the years. Hence,
it had become necessary to reposition the
systems function within the organisation as a
whole.

After several years of gradual changes in organ-
isational structure alongthe lines described above,
the current organisational structure of the systems
function consists of three elements. The first

element is an operational unit of 180 people
responsible for data processing, the implementation
of telecommunications infrastructure, technical
assistance, and the information centre. The second
elementis a functional unit of 15 people that has
four main tasks:
♥ To advise the divisions on the development of

their long-term systems plans, based on a
standard format.

♥ To study, evaluate, and recommend changes
relating to the technology.

♥ To control investments throughoutthe divisions
and for every type of equipment, including
microcomputers.

♥ To advise group and divisional management.
The third element of the organisational structure
is the systems departmentin each division. Thesize
of these departments varies between 5 and 100
people, according to the needs of the division.
Their main tasks are to design, develop, and
maintain applications, and they report to the
assistant general managers of the divisions. Each
department also has a contact person for office
automation and the information centre.

The main benefits that have resulted from this
organisational structure are:
♥A faster reaction to the customers☂ demands,

helped by an improved understanding of the
specific business requirements of the division.

♥ Anacceleration in the introduction of micro-
computers and business computing in general.

♥ A new challenge for the divisional systems
managers created by their relationship with
divisional management, which requires them to
suggest and defend proposals.

On the other hand, there are somedifficulties that
require careful consideration and resolution:
♥ The dispersal of development staff in the

divisions, and the influence of the divisions on
the work, make it necessary to establish
stringent methods at the central unit for
coordinating the technical consequences.

♥ New regulating mechanisms are required to
compensate for the effects of decentralisation.
These mechanismsinclude systemsarchitecture,
overall control of system developmenttiming,
and allocation of specialists to projects.

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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Each of the Foundation member representatives
who attended the group discussions that were held
as part of the research for this report was asked
to complete a short questionnaire. The question-
naire was designed to find out what Foundation
members thought were the major influences affect-
ing the organisation of the systems department.

INFLUENCE OF BUSINESS-RELATED
FACTORS
We asked the respondents to rank the current
influence of 11 business-related factors on the way
in which the systems departmentis organised and
to estimate the expected future increase in the
influence of each of the factors. The results are
shownin Figure 2.1, whichlists the 11 factors in
the order of their current impact.

The most important business influence on the
organisation of the systems department is company
philosophy, culture, and style. This finding is
consistent with many previous studies, ranging
back to Hertzberg☂s earliest work. More surprising
perhapsis the very low rating that our respondents
gave both the innovative attitude of the company
andits longer-term profitability. In our view, these
are both factors that must objectively be of great
significance, because an innovativeattitude is an
indispensable condition for advanced work in
systems,andthe profitability of the companyis the
key to investment.

Webelieve the findings shownin Figure 2.1 present
a disturbing picture. Either the key determinants
of the long-term success of the systems department
are not recognised as such, or if they are so
recognised, their importance is minimised for
cultural or political reasons. The results are even
more disturbing when the expected changesin the
importance of the factors are examined. These
suggest that the typical systems manager☂s vision
of the future is one where cut-throat competition
in the marketplaceobliges the enterprise to become
more innovative and opens the eyes of top
managementto the contribution that the systems
department can make to meet this challenge.

  BU OX FOUNDATION
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Figure 2.1 Business factors influencing the organisation

of systems departments
 

 

 

       
Thefactors are listed in decreasing order of current impact.
 

IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL FACTORS

We also asked the participants in our research
project to indicate the current importanceof, and
expected future changes in, several technical
factors that influence the way the systems
departmentis organised. The results are shown in
Figure 2.2 (overleaf).
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Figure 2.2 Technical factors influencing the organisation
of systems departments

Figure 2.3 Personnel factors influencing the organisation
of the systems department
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of supporting large existing systems. But they also
have confidence that the evolution of distributed
processing and (aboveall) the emergence of new
application development methods will increase
their freedom of movementin the future. (Readers
whohave notalready done so should study care-
fully Foundation Report No. 47 ♥ The Effective
Use of System Building Tools ♥ to understand how
this freedom may be secured.)

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ISSUES
The next group of factors we analysed was con-
cerned with personnel management issues. The
results of our survey are shownin Figure 2.3.
The most important personnelissues that influence
the organisation of the systems department are
seen as the quality of middle managers and the
managementstyle of the departmentitself. This
judgement seemsto us to be mature andrealistic.
Factors that would perhaps have been rated as
more influential ten years ago, when the systems
department was less mature, include the supply of
skilled personnel and the ability of staff to keep
up to date. On the other hand, we suspectthat in
the demanding environmentof the future, when
systemsstaff will be working closely with the staff
and management in the organisation☂s business
units, some ofthe last five factorslisted in Figure

      
The factors are listed in decreasing order of current impact.
 

2.3 will grow in importance. Webelieve that our
respondents have underestimated the degree of
change that will be necessary; in this, they are
probably quite representative of the systems
community in general.

RELATIONSHIP WITH CUSTOMERS
Central to the task of organising the systems
department, and to maximising the contribution of
systems to business success, is the effective
management of the commercial relationship
between the department and its customers. Our
survey therefore sought the views of systems
managers about the customer-related factors that
influence the organisation of the systems depart-
ment. The results are shown in Figure 2.4.
Our respondents regard the need for closer
cooperation with their customers, together with
customer involvement in development, as the two
most important influences today. They also
indicated that these two factors would be more
importantin the future. This suggests that they are
fully aware of the process of maturity and
externalisation that is affecting systems depart-
ments today.
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Figure 2.4 Customer-related factors influencing the
organisation of the systems department
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Interestingly, the growth in personal computingis
regarded asfairly unimportant now, andas likely
to remain so. It is possible to regard this finding as
indicative of a certain myopia in the systems
department ♥ a willingness to let the customers
play with their spreadsheets while the real work
goes on elsewhere. But evidence collected from
other sources by Butler Cox suggests that this view
may, in fact, be more perceptive. In projects under-
taken for equipment suppliers in Europe and the
United States, Butler Cox has recently detected
something of a backlash against the personal com-
puter. Some customers have simply growntired of
trying to cope with notvery friendly systems, and
have given up. Others have rapidly reached the
end of what they could achieve alone, and have
returned to the systems fold. Some ♥ mostly those
who have experimented without the support of the
systems department ♥ feel that they have been
oversold by the vendors.

Whatever the reasons, we have found that millions
of business users who two years ago thought that
they could cope with their systems needs alone by
using a personal computer are once again turning
to the systems department for guidance. Further-
more, salesmen who thought they could neglect
and bypassthe systems team are once again wooing
the systems department.

In one area, however, wefeel that our respondents
are dangerously complacent. Economy drives in
customer departments are rated very low as a
current factor and are not expected to grow much
in significance. Doubtless there are reasons forthis
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Chapter 2 Results of our survey

belief. One of the advantages of working in the
systems arena is that when companies feel expan-
sionist, information systems can be depicted as a
meansof attacking new marketsor launching new
products, but when they feel defensive they can
be depicted as a powerful instrument for cost
control. But justified as such claims may be, they
are not a complete protection against the possible
future impact of economy drives.

The systems department faces in the next decade
the combined influence of two major trends.First,
there is a great deal of technical complexity in
systems to be absorbed and mastered. Open sys-
tems interconnection, integrated services digital
networks, genuinely multifunctional terminals,
newapplication developmenttools, new database
methodologies ♥ all of these must be dealt with.
At the same time, as our respondentsfully agree,
the customer will be observing the system-building
process from position of far greater intimacy and
involvement that ever before.

In our view, it is inevitable that the customer
departments will develop and expressvery strongly
held views about how far and how fast new
technologies can or should be taken on board. And
because more of the expenditure on systems will
reside in customers☂ own budgets, they will be able
to take immediate action to tighten the purse
strings when they feel it to be appropriate. We
believe our respondents have taken too narrow a
view of the system-building process and have taken
insufficient account of the overall context in which
this process takes place.

HOW THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
PERCEIVES ITSELF
We also asked the participants in our research
project to assess the position of the systems
department within their enterprise, in relation to
certain criteria and in comparison with other
specialist functions in the organisation. We were
interested in a technical comparison, a manage-
ment/personnel comparison and, finally, a com-
parison based on the degree of☁corporate fit☂ ♥ in
other words, is the systems department a good
team player within the corporation? Respondents
werealso asked to assess how much improvement
was necessary in the future for each of the criteria.
Figure 2.5 (overleaf) shows the results for the
technical criteria.

By and large, the results shown in Figure 2.5
represent a confident self-perception. Systems
managers perceive their departments as highly
successful in developing and maintaining the
technical skills required to fulfill their tasks. In the
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Figure 2.5 Self-perception of the systems department,
measuredby technical criteria

Figure 2.6 Self-perception of the systems department,
measured by managementcriteria
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formulation, the systems department has some- Quality of middle managers eS
thing to learn, but it does not compare badly with
other business functions.
Wenext wished to know how thesystems depart-
ment☂s management performance was rated, in-
cluding someaspects of routine administration and
others of a more sophisticated nature. The results
are shown in Figure 2.6. In this assessment the
systems departmentis morecritical and less confi-
dent of its own performance. In no area does the
systems department excel, compared with the
companyat large. This is in sharp contrast to the
technicalskills area, where the function was never
below average. Moreover, systems staff are per-
ceived as competent in carrying out the formal,
mechanistic management tasks ♥ tasks that can be
fulfilled within a well-defined set of rules and
procedures. As the horizon widens and the tasks
become both ☁softer☂ and more demanding, so
confidence ebbs.

There is, however, one oddity in these responses
♥ an apparent anomaly for which we have no
ready explanation. In the crucial areas of depart-
mental coordination, top-to-bottom communi-
cation, and sheer management capability, our
respondents rated the systems department as
below the average for the organisation as a whole.
Yetin all three areas, they indicated that only a
moderate degree of improvement was necessary.
Thesefindings suggest a degree of complacency ♥
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or even world-weariness ♥ that is both stunning
and alarming.
On the face of it, our respondents appear to be
saying that, in comparison with marketing, produc-
tion, finance, administration, and other functions,
systemsstaff cannot workas an effective unit, do
not receive or understand the guidance given to
them by their leaders, and are poorly supervised
and directed. Yet at the same time, the responses
say that in these samecrucial areas,it is not worth-
while making much of an effort to change.
In the handsof a hostile critic, these responses
constitute a damning indictment of the systems
department. Even in the hands of sympathetic
researchers, they are puzzling and disturbing. We
would like to believe that there is some other,less
worrying, interpretation that could be placed on
the data we have gathered. There is, however,
worse to come.
We next asked our survey sample to consider
whetherthe systems department compared well or
badly with other parts of the organisation in terms
of its ☁fit☂ with the rest of the organisation. We
believe this to be a key question, because a systems
department that is incapable (for organisational or
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cultural reasons) of doing business with its internal
customers on their own termsis very unlikely to
be successful. The results of this part of our survey
are shown in Figure 2.7.
As before, it is hard to interpret these findings in
any way that is not damaging to the systems
department, and perhaps offensive to some of our
readers. The systems departmentis believed to be
outstanding only at being asked for advice by
others and working with other departments. These
are minimalclaims; the systems departmentis, in
most enterprises, the sole repository of knowledge
about systems, and the customers have no choice
but to ask questions. And since systems are
becoming all-pervasive in organisations, the
systems department is bound to be better at
working with other departments than functions
that operate in more watertight compartments.

In the crucial areas of establishing cultural and
political links with the sources of power in the
organisation, contributing to policy, and influenc-
ing decisions, the systems department is seen as
performing relatively poorly. Yet what is the
answer? According to our respondents, top man-
agement must extend greater recognition to the
systems department, even though the department
itself will makelittle or no effort to conform to the
company culture.
Webelieve that these findings indicate that the
typical systems department has a muddled and
inconsistent view of itself, and of its role and its
capacity. The systems department understands
well what the key ingredients of successare. It can
see, with perhaps an unusual degree of candour
and self-knowledge, that in certain of these key
areas it is perceived as performing no better than
other functionsin lesscritical roles. It even recog-
nises that its performance is below the organisation
norm in some areas. So what doesit propose to do
to remedy these defects? Almost nothing, say the
results of our research.

In the remaining chapters of this report we
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Figure 2.7 Self-perception of the systems department,

measuredby corporate☁fit☂
 

 

 

 

  
 

     
 

consider specific points wherethe organisation and
orientation of the systems department can be
sharpened. But our first, and most important,
finding is that in many organisations the systems
departmentfaces the challenge of the next decade
with a perilous lack of confidence andresolution.
Wehave no doubt that most systemsdirectors and
their staff need to improve greatly their perceived
ability to conform to companyculture. To believe
otherwise is dangerousself-deception.
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Chapter 3
Understand the culture of the organisation

Information systems departments develop and
operate systems for the benefit of their organ-
isations. Their ☁customers☂ are the people who
workin the mainstream of the business, and to be
successful the systems department has to be
accepted by the business as an equal partner.
Regrettably, this is not always the case. At the
Foundation Conference at Gleneagles in 1985,
several speakers referred to the cultural problems
encountered by the systems department in dealing
with the rest of the business. In particular, David
Butler emphasised the need for systems directors
to recognise, and involve themselves with, the
☁realpolitik☂ of the organisation; and Anthony
Bargioni, then with the Beecham Group, provided
a practical case history of how this problem had
been tackled in Beecham. (Transcripts of both
these presentations have been published by Butler
Cox.) In this chapter we analyse more closely some
of the cultural and organisational factors that shape
enterprises, and wediscuss their implications for
the organisation of the systems department.

First, though, we can dispose of a piece of myth-
ology, and one that has been surprisingly long-
lived. It used to be a commonly held belief that the
reporting line of the systems department was,in
many organisations, too low to reflect the true
importance of the function.If this belief was once
warranted, it seems no longer to be. During the
research for Foundation Report No. 48, we found
that 80 per cent of the systems directors in our
sample reported to a main board member ♥ chief
executive officer, managing director, financial
director, or other director. From this finding it
seemsclear that any lack of rapport between the
head of the systems department and his or her
masters is not the result of an inadequate structural
link, noris it the outcomeof a lack of opportunity
for communication. The link exists, but for a
variety of reasonsit is not being exploited.

ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT STYLES
Anthony Bargioni☂s presentation at Gleneagles also
emphasised the need for the systems department
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to play closer attention to its parent organisation.
The systems director must be more at homein the
☁corridors of power☂. Howis a better understanding
of the organisational realities of the enterprise to
be secured? In some ways, an organisationis like
a product, with life-cycle of its own. Just as the
potential of a product is best exploited by under-
standingits life-cycle position, so too the systems
director must understand wherehis or her enter-
prise stands onthelife-cycle curve, and must also
understand the impactits position has on the style
of managementlikely to be appropriate.

John Kimberley and others (see reference 1) have
identified three phasesin the organic growth of an
enterprise: initiation, institutionalisation, and
decline.

Duringtheinitiation phase the enterprise is estab-
lished and takesits first steps along the path to
growth. This phase is marked by a high degree
of enthusiasm for risk and a high tolerance of
errors, and individual freedom is encouraged.
High performance and success in a limited arena
is the norm, as the ambition of the enterprise
gradually grows and its arena of operations is
enlarged. The roles and personalities of the early
leaders are crucial in getting the enterprise up
and running.

During institutionalisation, the enterprise pro-
gresses, in market terms, through growth to the
early stages of saturation. This phase is charac-
terised by increased formality and by thestabilis-
ation of relationships within the group. Individual
freedom is curtailed, and some of the appetite for
risk-taking is restrained. Organisational attributes
that accounted for the early success are now
suppressed and replaced by different norms and
structures. Inevitably, some of the early leaders
will find themselves at odds with the newrealities
and will either leave or accept less dominantroles.

The decline phase occurs when the enterprise
allows its market approach, its product develop-
ment, andits organisation structure to stagnate. As
a rule, this process occurs through complacency;
a myth of invulnerability takes root, based upon
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Chapter 3 Understand the culture of the organisation

the successes of the past. This process leads
gradually to stagnation, retrenchment, and even-
tually extinction.
Although the three phases can be depicted as
following a logically inevitable sequence, and as
generating or sustaining the kinds of leaders the
circumstances demand, it is equally true that the
personality and management style of the leaders
also influence the way the phases progress.It is
partly for this reason that every enterprise finds
its own route along the development path.
Edith Penrose (reference 2) has identified four
basic styles of management: owner/founder,
empire builder, professional manager, and busi-
nessman. Each of the four styles both influences
andis influenced by the phase of development in
which the enterprise finds itself, not least because
leaders in each style will exhibit patterns of
behaviourillustrating their very different expecta-
tions, and their sometimessurprising yardsticks of
success.
In most cases the owner/founderis satisfied with
acomfortable income and an undemandinglife. He
or she is unwilling to makesacrifices or take risks
to make more money. This is the reason why so
many small companies stay small.
In sharp contrast, the empire builder or entrepre-
neuris driven by visions of acquiring more market
share and more power and achieving the discom-
fiture or destruction of competitors. The emphasis
is usually on technological advance, product
innovation, and hard selling. The empire builder
can generate very rapid growth ♥ but can also
(unless he or she stepsaside at the right moment)
preside over equally rapid decline.

The professional manager is interested in the
growth of the enterprise through improvements in
quality, cost control, technology, and market
access. The main defence against competition is
seen as coordinated management of market
penetration, product differentiation, pricing, and
selling. In this respect the role of the manageris
akin to that of the conductor of the orchestra,
rather than the virtuososoloist.

The businessman has manyofthe attributesof the
professional manager, including administrative
skills and (perhaps) flair. In Penrose☂sclassification,
however, the businessman lacks one essential
attribute: he showslittle ambition orinitiative to
secure greater prestige for the organisation, and
perhapshaslittle interest in whatit actually does.

In thelife of an enterprise, it cannot be taken for
granted that the appropriate managementstyle will
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automatically be adopted to suit each develop-
mental phase. Moreover, the juxtaposition of
management style with phase of developmentalso
determinesto a large extent whatrole a particular
skill or function can play within the enterprise.
Information systems directors need to recognise,
andidentify with, the phase of development and
the managementstyles currently prevalent in the
different parts of the business they are serving.
Only by doing this will the systems department be
able to do business with its customers in terms that
the customers understand and respond to. The
implication for many Foundation memberorgan-
isations is that the systems department will have
to adopt a chameleon-like quality. Many organ-
isations have different business units covering the
whole range of organisational life cycle and man-
agementstyle. The systems department must be
able to change its method of dealing with its
customers tosuit their particular managementstyle
and growth phase.

ROLE OF SPECIALISED UNITS
Another organisational factor affecting the
relationship between the systems department and
the business concerns the way an enterprise uses
specialised functions and then absorbs them into
the mainstream of the business. The systems
departmentis just one of a set of specialisations
that an enterprise uses in order to achieve its
operational objectives. Paul Lawrence and Jay
Lorsch (reference 3) have examinedin a variety of
industries just how these specialisations arise,
develop, and compete for resources.

Lawrence and Lorsch point out that the need for
special skills is often a result of purely external
pressures. In responseto its external environment
♥ markets, competition, customers,legislation,
etc. ♥ the prudent enterprise develops specialised
units. Their findings indicate, however, that the
level of response can vary widely. The determinant
is uncertainty. The more complex and unpredict-
able the external environment, the greater the
need for highly specialised and highly differentia-
ted groups. With more and more such groups, each
studying a specific, narrow area in great detail,
there is a chance that there will be people some-
wherein the organisation, worrying about every-
thing that matters. The proliferation of specialisa-
tions also leads to the obvious danger of depart-
mental conflict and lack of coordination. The
greater the degreeof differentiation and specialisa-
tion, the greater the danger of discord.

Most enterprises have only a limited ability to
change their external environment. They cannot
dictate to their markets, abolish the competition,
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or pass laws. Hence they cannot eliminate, or evenmarkedly reduce, the need for differentiatedinternal skills; to put it bluntly, they are stuck witha marketing department and a legal staff. Theymust therefore concentrate on better organisationof the essential skills. The managementof internalskills becomes a key determinant of corporatesuccess. It comes as no surprise that there is amarkedstatistical link between those companiesthat successfully integrate highly differentiatedskills and those that achieve good businessresults.Among the better-performing companies, Law-rence and Lorsch found four main mechanismsemployed to coordinate skills:
♥ Cross-functional teams, sometimes at more thanone managementlevel; in those organisationswith the most highly differentiated skills, thecross-functional teams are permanentlyestablished.
♥ Formal managementhierarchies.
♥ Direct horizontal management contacts.
♥ Formal reporting procedures.
Just as enterprises as a whole pass through variousphasesto attain maturity, so too do the specialisedskill units within the enterprise. Theyrise andfall,flourish and perish, in accord both with objectiverequirements and with current fashion. In the past,other specialised units have been dominantin theenterprise ♥ organisation and methods (O&M),personnel, and accounting, to name but three. Overa periodoftime,the skills that hitherto existed inthese separate specialised units tend to be absorbedinto the mainstream business units.
The need for a high-performing company tocoordinate the workofits differentiated specialistunits is certainly consonant with what has beensaid about the progressive integration of thesystems departmentwith the business as a whole.However,the feeling, whichstill prevails in someorganisations, that the systems department. issomehow ☁different☂, ☁out there☂, is a seriousstumblingblockto real progress. As alreadystated,webelieve this gap in perception arises from themuddled view the systems department often hasof its own present and future role, and from aninadequate understanding of the cultural andstructuralrealities of the enterprise. How then doesthe systems departmentitself progress along thepath towards maturity? And whatareits rela-tionships with otherskills?

EVOLUTION OF THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
The well-known work of Richard Nolan (seereference 4) is still relevant. The original four-
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Figure 3.1 Stages of development
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(Source: Nolan ♥ see reference 4)
 

stage progression postulated by Nolan and Gibsonwaslater refinedto six stages, represented as twoeras each consisting of three stages as depicted inFigure 3.1. The underlying reasonforthis refine-ment was the recognition of the need for an overallsystemsarchitecture andfor data management, sothat a business unit could use its computingresources in a mature way.
In Foundation Report No. 30 (End-User Computing)wepostulated the existenceofa third era in whichthe emphasis would beontheassimilation of end-user technology, and which would also consist ofthree stages (initiation, contagion, and control).Duringthis third era, the systems departmentwillneed to rethink its mission and its methods ofworking.
In ourestimation, most readers of this report willwork for organisations that are fast approaching,or have crossed over into, the third era. In theapproachto this era, system design methodswillneed to be overhauled. New methods will berequired to help customers in the business unitsbuild more flexible and responsive support systems.At the same time, a central research functionmay also be established to perform forwardreconnaissance. Better communications will usuallybe established at senior levels within the businessunits. A central group will be set up for vettingthe architectural integrity of projects.
Whilst the existence of these evolutionary stagesis widely known and recognised, it is not alwaysclear that they are not exclusive to the systemsdepartment. The systems departmentis probablythe latest specialised unit to be introduced intomost commercial and industrial organisations,following other skills such as marketing, researchand development, and personnel. In most organis-ations, new skills are imported by setting up a newunit as part of an established function. Marketingwas brought in undersales; research and develop-ment under production; and personnel undergeneral management. Usually, the systems depart-ment was first introduced as a dependencyof theaccounting function. While these arrangements
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were logical enough at the time,it is interesting to
speculate what might have happened,for good or
ill, if the systems department had been launched
under general management supervision. It might
have matured more quickly, or not at all.

Asthe perceived importanceof a specialised unit
grows, so it strives to break free and become
independent. Figure 3.2 shows schematically the
developmentin the past three decades of seven
specialised skills (including systems) over four
developmentstages (pioneering, focusing, matur-
ing, specialising). When a specialised unit reaches
maturity, it is inevitable that certain major parts
of its past portfolio of skills become dispersed
through the organisation. These tasks become,so
to speak, ☁normalised☂, with a residue of highly
specialised tasks remaining. While the size of the

specialist unit may cease to grow or may even
decline, its influence may increase. Some of the
normalised tasks, no longer sufficiently complex to
warrant the attention of the specialist group, may
be taken over by the business units and perhaps
then externalised, by subcontracting them to a
third party.
Figure 3.2 showsthat the systemsspeciality follows
the same development path as otherspecialities.
It may therefore be expected that over the next
five years the systems functions in many organ-
jsations will emerge from maturity into what in
Figure3.2 is termed☁specialising☂. Because systems
are a key elementin competitive strategy, pressure
from senior managementmayforcethis transition
to occur more quickly than normal evolution would
permit.

 

Figure 3.2 Growth phasesof functions within industrial organisations
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Chapter 4
Adopt a customer-oriented view

Throughoutthis report we have avoided the term☁users☂ in the context of information systems.Instead, we havereferred to the systems depart-ment and its customers. This terminology has beendeliberately chosen to highlight the essentiallycommercial relationship that inevitably existsbetween the parties as the systems departmentapproaches maturity. We hope that this choice ofterms will make a modest contribution to changingold habits of thought. We are convinced that sucha changeis necessary. To exploit fully the potentialof information systems, organisations must aban-don the last vestiges of thinking of systems as ashared overheadservice.

Many organisations have already recognised theneedto do this, and have taken action to improvethe support given to their customers. In particular,many organisations have now formalised thissupport in an information centre. Although theestablishment of an information centre is a movein theright direction, by itself it is not sufficient.We believe that the whole of the systemsdepartment needs to be reorganised so that it takesa customer-oriented view of everything it does.Increasingly, it will be necessary for the systemsdepartment to market andsell its vision of thefuture to the business it serves, and this can bedone effectively only by adopting a customer-oriented approach.

In this chapter, we provide a context for under-standing the generic needs of the systems depart-ment☂s customers. Once again, we remind ourreaders that we are not seeking to provide aspecific answer for every question that can arisebetween the systems department and its custom-ers. Rather, we will identify the major policyquestions that must be resolved if the relationshipis to be effective.

We consider in turn the requirements of topmanagement, senior management, and middle orjunior management. Wethenidentify the need forthe systems department to take the lead inchangingthe allocation of responsibilities betweenthe department and its customers. Such a change
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in responsibility is vital if the new, customer-oriented outlook is to be successful.

THE NEEDS OF TOP MANAGEMENT
A consistent thread running through theliteratureabout the future of business in the ☁postindustrialsociety☂, and one of consequent interest toenterprises that wish to survive and prospertherein, is the use of knowledge. Most authorsagree that alongside the familiar problem oforganising to produceefficiently, greater emphasiswill also be placed on organising to make betterdecisions. Peter Drucker (see reference 5) says thisis the most important change in whathe calls theAge of Discontinuity. ☜Knowledge, during the lastfew decades, has becomethe central capital, thecost centre and the crucial resource of theeconomy. This changes labour forces and work;teaching and learning; and the meaning ofknowledge andits politics. But it also raises theproblem of the responsibilities of the new men ofpower, the men of knowledge.☝
Part of what Drucker meansis easy to understandand obviously true. Anyone who has worked inamotorcar factory will immediately grasp the point.But the words about the men of knowledgeare lesseasily understood. Does Drucker mean thateventually the world will run by universityprofessors? Or that no one without a first-classdegree can be on the board of a company? Is thevalue of experience, personal drive, ambition,skillwith people, gradually to be eliminated? In fact,Drucker means noneof these things, as his chapteron the ☁New Entrepreneur☂ clearly shows. Whatchangesin the decision-making environment canwe then detect?
At one level the change is obvious. There is agrowing readiness at board level and top-manage-mentlevel to use information systemsas a decision-making tool. Whether such tools are termeddecision-support systems or merely regarded as aspecial class of application programs is largelyimmaterial. The use of computer graphics as a wayof highlighting facts and options is also on the
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increase, although the use of the term ☁war room☂
to describe such tools alienates as many potential
customersas it attracts. And Butler Cox has never
subscribed to the heady theory that one day
intelligent knowledge-based systems would relieve
management of the task of making any decisions
at all. However,for certain specialised applications,
knowledge-based systemsare already an indispens-
able aid to decision-makers. What is the overall
organisational impact of these changes? And what
significance do the changes have for the way the
systems department should doits job?

One characteristic of the survivor companyin the
postindustrial marketplace is that it will be
structuredto facilitate innovation. At the corporate
headquarters of a certain multinational company,
the corporate organisation chart was proudly
displayed. An unknownhand wrote on the chart,
☁Across this chart from root to crown, ideas flow
up and vetoes down.☂ This is the very opposite of
what is required for the survivor company. In the
defence, electronics, and pharmaceutical industries
we already see organisations committed to and
utterly dependent upon innovation. Quite often,
however, such industries adhere to two organ-
isational theories simultaneously, one in the
innovative arena and onein the routine arena.
Innovationis seen as the product of loose, organic
structures with overlapping domains andlots of
unstructured data. Within the same enterprise,
production, marketing, and distribution may well
be organised in a tight, hierarchical manner, with
the systematic use of structured data. Moreover,
the organisational split between the innovation
workers and the routine workers may well
correspond with the levels in the company, with
the senior levels doing the innovating.

Inanera of rapid change andinstability, the ability
to respond quickly to new challenges and oppor-
tunities becomescrucial. How canlarge enterprises
acquire the agility of small ones? Some enterprises
favour the creation of an organisation within the
organisation, an experimentalcore of people who
track developments and consider alternative
responses. The success of such units is not to be
taken for granted, however; they can easily
become isolated from the business and hence
ineffective. In most organisations the task of
tracking developments will probably not be given
to a specialist unit, but will simply become a more
important part of the responsibility of the
marketing director, the production director, and
other functional heads.It is also highly probable
that the ability to scan the external environment
and to sense imminent change will be a more
important selection factor for top management
than ever before. What doesall this mean for the
systems director?
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Chapter 4 Adopt a customer-oriented view

The systems director of the near future will need
to offer top managementthreeclasses of product.
The first is the traditional product of the data
processing function, the well-produced and well-
managed internal control system. Because such
systemsare relatively well understood, they lack
the drama and mystery of more innovative work.
But in the Age of Discontinuity, the need to control
resources and to know howthebusiness is doing
becomes more, not less, important. Thus, no
systems director can afford to neglect the
operational, large-scale systems that monitor
company performance and the exploitation of
assets.
The secondclass of products for top management
includes systems designed to help top managers
take decisions, the decision-support or board-
room applications. These systems need tobebuilt
jointly with top management. They often have a
strong visual element, through the use of colour
graphics. They usually dependon the aggregation
or analysis of data from the operational files.
The key ingredient in their generation is their
ability to look at a business problem from a view-
point not previously considered possible or useful.
Knowledge-based systems are a very refined,
very sophisticated, and very special case of this
kind of system.
The third class of product for top management
arises from the growing need, mentioned above,
to scan the environment. Systems directors will
have to become much more expert in the use of
public and private databases. They will not con-
trol the external information that top management
uses, but they will need to provide the board with
a comprehensive ☁buyer☂s guide☂.

THE NEEDS OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT

The level of management just below the board is
a key group of customers for the systems
department: we refer to them as senior manage-
ment. In order to understand their needsfor infor-
mation systems better, we can start with the work
conducted by Henry Mintzberg (reference 6) and
DanielIsenberg (reference 7), who have studied the
work patterns of senior managers. Mintzberg
studied the way senior managersuse their time at
work, and the kinds of activities that seem to
interest them most. His main findings are that
senior managers typically work very intensively in
short bursts, moving rapidly over a range of
problems or over many aspects of one problem.
They appearto dislike protracted contemplation.
They like doing things. Senior managers spend
between 65 and 80 per centof their time talking
andlistening. The majority of their conversations
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are informal and unplanned. Oneof the benefits
of all this unplanned conversation is that senior
managers acquire☁soft☂ but valuable external infor-
mation, exploiting their status and connections in
waystheir subordinates would find impossible. It
is immediately obvious that such a pattern of
activity is not the easiest for the systems depart-
ment to support.

Mintzberg☂s work was carried out a decade ago, but
we doubt that the validity of its findings has
changed muchwith time. Morerecently, Professor
Isenberg has been studying the way senior
managersthink. (Professor Isenberg addressed the
1985 Foundation Conference at Gleneagles. A
summary of his presentation can be found in the
session summaries published after the conference.)
Consistent with Mintzberg, Isenberg finds that
senior managers are multiprocessors, dealing
simultaneously with many problems or oppor-
tunities. Their approach to a question rarely rests
wholly uponeitherlogic or instinct, but usually on
a mix of the two. Senior managers, says Isenberg,
do not like to commit themselvesirrevocably to one
course of action. They take, in response to any
challenge, the minimumaction that will keep the
company moving towardsthe best available goal,
and wait for a better opportunity for action to
emerge. They create flexibility wherever possible.
They constantly alternate between decision and
action. Most revealingly for the systems depart-
ment, Isenberg identifies that the difference be-
tween the ☁good☂ and the ☁bad☂ senior managerlies
not in the availability or unavailability of informa-
tion, but in the quality of the managers☂ intuition
and judgement.
There is a further refinement in the way senior
managers work that has an importantinfluence on
how the systems department does its job. Many
people would arguethat the basic task of a senior
manageris to maximise profit. However, Isenberg☂s
research shows that this is not what senior
managers actually do. Senior managers progres-
sively refine their decisions in the light of con-
tinuous feedback. Their goalis to extract as much
profit as they can, within practical constraints.
Senior managers are in this respect like soccer
players. Their theoretical aim is to score as many
goals as possible. But if they are winning and the
end of the gameis near, they may play defensively.
It follows that information systems designed to
identify the maximum potential profit are not
necessarily relevant to the interests of senior man-
agement.

Professor Isenberg concludesthat the products that
senior managers will buy from the systems depart-
mentinclude systems that provide better, but not
necessarily more, information; systems that pro-
vide data that goes beyond the boundsofstraight-
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forward historical figures; and stable, repetitive
systems for their subordinates. Most importantly,
Isenberg concludes that senior managers will value
very highly decision-support systems that provide
for both rational and intuitive factors, that permit
flexible use of data and models, and that do not
fall apart technically just when somethinginterest-
ingis in sight.
Isenberg☂s research confirms the view that the
function of decision-support systemshas changed.
These systems were sometimes perceived as a by-
product of the ubiquitous personal computer,
remote from and possibly threatening to the world
of conventional data processing. Although it is true
that decision-support systems have certain
attributes that are alien to the world of data
processing (such as the creation of many small
models rather than onebig one),it has also become
very clear that the involvement of the systems
department is necessary. Senior managers who use
decision-support systems wantto be free to range
over problemsat will. They need to be able to cross
the boundaries between the many small models.
Only a skilled systems practitioner can provide safe
routes for them to do so.

THE NEEDS OF MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
The ranks of middle management have for many
years been the prime target for rationalisation
based on systems. Simple arithmetic showsthatif
the normal span of control of a manager (roughly
one manager over four or five people) can be
increased to six or seven, the ranks of middle
managers will be reduced considerably. However,
in most organisations, the ranks of middle
managers have shown a surprising degree of
durability over the years. Nevertheless, the
prospects for a serious reduction in administrative
manpowerremain on the management agenda.In
many organisations, as Paul Strassmann has
pointed out (see reference 8), real cost reductions
will be secured only when rationalisation occurs
among the professional and administrative staff,
the opportunities for clerical cost savings having
largely been exhausted.
Gradually, techniques are emerging for the man-
agement of enterprises in a low-growth or zero-
growth economy. More and more operational
decisions can be takenbyfirst-line managers, using
information technology rather than human support
services. The traditional purpose of such inter-
mediate layers of management has been twofold.
They manipulated data generated by lower man-
agement for use by upper management, and they
translated commands from upper managementinto
action by lower management.It is this intermediary
function that now comes undertheclosestscrutiny.
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Chapter 4 Adopt a customer-oriented view

THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT MUST TAKE
THE LEAD
During our research for this report, we asked our
respondents how the balance of responsibilities
between the systems department and its customers
should change overthe next three years. Figure 4.1
contains our findings. Essentially, the systems
departmentis seeking greater responsibility in the
area of technical systems architecture. Where both
the systems department and its customers are
seeking moreresponsibility, we do not necessarily
conclude that such a finding is contradictory. It
should be interpreted as stressing the need for
greater cooperative effort, with increased
responsibility for both parties.

Someyears ago Butler Cox conducted a consulting
project for a client in the engineering industry. One
clear conclusion we reached was that the systems
in operation did a very poor job in meeting the
needsof the customers. The board interpreted this
conclusion as confirming their own suspicion that
the overzealous systems department had been
pressing onto its customers systems they neither
wanted nor needed. The board issued a directive
that in future only systems that a customer
department spontaneously requested should be

considered for implementation. With this proposal,
by the way, the systemsdirector was in full accord.
A year later Butler Cox was asked to review the
situation. Not surprisingly, there were no systems
proposals in the pipelineat all. In a situation where
the existing systems wereclearly recognised as not
meeting the needs of the business, all efforts at
improvement had been systematically and compre-
hensively cut off at the root.
It seems that times have changed little. Our
findings from the present research show that our
respondentsstill want the customers to take more
responsibility for initiating new applications, for
setting priorities, and for developing systems. As
we have already explained, we see increasing
involvement and effort by the customers as
inevitable and desirable in the future. But as we
havealso indicated, we believe that the systems
department has a crucial leadership role in
developing and clarifying the future potential of
systems. We are in no doubt that the strategic
future of systems in most organisations will be
devised and implemented only as a result of the
drive, vision, and foresight of the systems director
and his team. We would hate to see this mission
abandoned as a result of excessive humility on the
part of the systems department.

 
Figure 4.1     coeFuture changesin responsibilities of the systems department and its customers
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Chapter 5
The systems department of the future

In the final chapter of the report, we first set out
the four main issues that need to be considered by
the systems director as he or she plans the most
appropriate organisationalstructure for the future.
First, there is a need to recognise that different
types of systems need to be managed in very
different ways. Next, the most appropriate degree
of centralisation must be determined. The changing
role of the systems department must then be
considered, together with the skills profile that this
implies. Finally, procedures must be put in place
for ensuring that staff appropriate to the new
organisational structure and skills mix are selected.

We then conclude the report by describing the
systemsdirector☂s role implied by the new organ-
isation.

RECOGNISE THE NEED TO MANAGE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SYSTEMS
DIFFERENTLY
The systems departmentof the future will need to
be organised so that it can cope with many
different types of systems, and with manydifferent
types of managementstyles and business cultures.
It will not be possible to manage all types of systemsactivities in the same way.In particular, it will be
necessary to manage the innovative new uses of
information technology in a different way from the
way in which conventional systems have been
managed in the past and will continue to be
managed in the future.

Often, the new innovative uses of information
technology are referred to as strategic (or
competitive-edge) systems. However, there is a
great lack of clarity in the way these terms are
used, so before discussing them further we need
to dispose of certain myths. Systems are not of
strategic significance simply because they are
computerised; nor are they necessarily so because
they were historically very expensive to develop.
Some companies have beenstrategically dependent
on systems for decades, simply by virtue of their
business characteristics: banks, insurance com-
panies, andairlines are obvious examples. Without
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their records, they simply cannot trade. Increased
strategic dependence on systems mayarise because
systems are used to manage operations,to control
markets, to differentiate products and services ♥
or a combination of anyorall of these.

The issue of strategic dependence on systems has
two importantimplications for the organisation of
the systems department. First, the degree of
dependence may to some extent resolve the
question of centralisation versus decentralisation,
which is considered in more detail later in this
chapter. But second, strategic dependence on
systems may make it necessary to differentiate
between different types of systems, and to manage
them in different ways. This differentiation is most
clearly described by Jim Cash and Poppy McLeod
(see reference 9), as shown in Figure 5.1, which
identifies two phases in the introduction of a
technology into an organisation. Thefirst phaseis
concerned with the innovative use of technology
to improvethe effectiveness of the organisation;
the second phase is concerned with using tech-
nology for control purposes (or improving effi-
ciency). Each phase requires a different style of
organisation, managementcontrol, and leadership,
andthe activities in each phaseare carried out in
different ways.

 

Figure 5.1 The two phasesin the introduction of a
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Chapter 5 The systems department of the future

It is important to recognise that Cash and McLeod☂s
phases are not a fixed sequence, with one always
preceding the other. They may recurin cycles and
may even coexist within the enterprise. In the
minds of many systemsdirectors and their staff,
the rather hectic, action-oriented style of Phase 1
may have beentypical of the systems department
in the 1960s, but this style is now perceived as no
longer appropriate for managing systems activities
in the secondhalf of the 1980s. Whilst this is true
for the management of the mainstream systems
activities, a Phase 1 environment may be highly
appropriate for the creation of decision-support
systems. Most revealingly, one systems director
with a very successful record in the field of
decision-support systems for sales and marketing
managementrecently described his main task as
putting a little excitement back into computing.

What is the implication of Cash and McLeod☂s
classification? First, the systems director needs to
recognise that in circumstances where the growing
strategic dependenceof the enterprise on systems
means more effort being devoted to outward-
looking, market-oriented applications, the tradi-
tional structure set up to deal with operational,
large-scale computing may be wholly inappropri-
ate. We believe that the systems director should
recognise the need to manage Phase 1 systems
differently and should set up a ☁Phase 1 unit☂
within the systems department, with the task of
tracking major new opportunities. It should be
concerned exclusively with the future of the
business. It should be run by a manager with a
strong business background,rather than a technical
background. It should transfer avant garde
technology to the mainstream of the business as
and whenit can.It should nurture a frame of mind
that is both challenging andirreverent towards the
presumedeternal truths of the business. Above all,
it should refer constantly to Moss Kanter☂s wry
collection of rules for stifling innovation (set out
in Figure 5.2) to checkthatit is not falling into the
same traps.

DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE DEGREE
OF DECENTRALISATION

The debate about the relative merits of centralising
or decentralising computer resourcesis endless. It
is not our purpose here to reiterate all the argu-
mentsoneither side, but to try to understand the
organisational dynamics within an enterprise that
bear on this question.

In most organisations there will be a core of
essential applications that will always have to be
managed and operated centrally, but many systems
activities can be considered for decentralisation.
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Figure 5.2 Moss Kanter☂srules for stifling innovation
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James McKenney and Warren McFarlan (reference
11) and Niv Ahituv and Batami Sadan (reference
12) haveclassified the various types of pressures
that promote centralisation or decentralisation (see
Figure 5.3 overleaf). The relative weighting of
these pressures will vary not only from enterprise
to enterprise, but also with the technical and
economic circumstances of the day. Twenty years
ago, the cost of hardware so far outweighed every-
thing else that technology was a dominant force.
Similarly, when reliable operations were a rarity
rather than the norm as they are today, data
control was an overwhelming influence. Today
neither of these factors is anything like as
important.

Weinfer from theclassification shown in Figure
5.3 that the mostsignificant remaining arguments
for centralisation are now associated with
personnel and corporate-culture issues ♥ both
difficult to sustain with factual argument. The most
powerful arguments for distribution focus on the
unique needs of each group of customers and the
paramountstatus of those needsas a guide to how
resources are best used. They are an echo of the
old colonial principle that the ☁man on the spot
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Figure 5.3 Pressures for centralisation and decentralisation
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knows best☂. Once again, such arguments can
rarely be proved conclusively. It is therefore no
surprise that in most real-life organisations, somedegree of centralisation coexists with some degree
of distribution. It is, in our experience, just as rare
to find a company with no central systems policies
or resourcesas it is to find one with noneatall in
its strategic business units.

Perversely perhaps, the fact that hardly any
enterprise opts for a wholly centralised or wholly
distributed solution simplifies the debate. Every-
oneis dealing in trade-offs and compromise; the
only question is where to draw theline. In a survey
of 53 enterprises in the United States, an attempt
was made to find a link between the organisa-
tional structure of the enterprise and thatofits
systems department(see reference 13). The three
main conclusions of this study are not surprising,
but they confirm the promptings of common
sense:
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♥ The degree of centralisation of the systems
departmentis correlated positively to centralis-
ation in the enterprise as a whole.

♥ The authors of the study measured the degree
of integration achieved through the systems
department in the enterprises studied. They
defined integration as the accumulation in
databases of data from different parts of the
enterprise, and the use of systems in which the
output of one system becamethe input of the
next. Thus defined, integration occurs more
readily in less centralised structures.

♥ Thelarger the enterprise, the lesslikely it is to
have a single centralised systems department.

The systemsdirector needs, therefore, to make a
judgement about wherein his or her organisation
the line lies between centralisation and decentral-
isation, based on an assessment of the pressures
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listed in Figure 5.3. The current tendency, partly
prompted by technological change andthe avail-
ability of the personal computerandits software,
and partly driven by management fashions in
favour of devolution, appears to favourdistribution
of the systems function.

At the Benelux Foundation Conference in 1985,
Mr John Tholstrup of Kodak Europe gave some
relevant examples of the beneficial effects of
distributing the systems function, together with the
necessary preconditions for attaining them (see
Figure 5.4). It is obviously true, though easily
forgotten, that although technological develop-
ments support and facilitate the delivery of such
benefits, they do not guarantee them. The benefits
of a distributed systems function, including those
listed in Figure 5.4, can be secured only by the
active and imaginative involvement of the man-
agement in the business units. The benefits of
centralised systems can, to some extent, be
imposed; those of distributed systems cannot.

In all the benefits of decentralising the systems
function listed in Figure 5.4, the role of the systems
department is to provide the necessary enabling
technology and support. Given this support, the
customers must play the main creative role. Thus
the role of the systems department changes from
that of main producer of systems to that of main
coordinator and facilitator of their production.
Current research has, to a considerable degree,
found that if the systems department can
successfully negotiate this transition to the new
and more business-oriented role required in a
distributed environment, there is a considerable
increase in job satisfaction for systems personnel.
In particular, the closer links with groups of
customers creates a new flexibility in career paths.
Moreover, the customers become more aware of
the real cost of information systems, and hence
contribute morerealistically to the managementof
the systems resource.

But such gains are not easily won.If distribution
is to work,the central systems group must not only
maintain the capability to offer technical support
to large units, but must also be able to provide
practical help to small units whose systems
resources may be negligible. The clearest possible
standards and practices must also be established,
in orderto prevent distribution leading to a collapse
of technical peformance. There must also be an
effective means for disseminating information
about systems activities across unit boundaries, in
order to reduce the likelihood of different units
duplicating each other☂s efforts. The central
systems group must retain a monitoring and
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Figure 5.4 Some benefits of distributing the systems
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auditing role with regard to hardware and soft-
ware.The central group mustalso see itself as, and
be widely acceptedas, the ☁guardian of the future☂.
Left to their own devices, the business units will
concentrate (understandably and laudably) on the
application of today☂s technology to today☂s
problems. Spotting opportunities for tomorrow,
identifying technologies and applications that may
be of fundamental importance in two or in ten
years☂ time ♥ theseare critical tasks for the central
systems group. The central group will also retain
responsibility for the personnel managementofall
systemsstaff, whether employed at the centre or
in the units, andfor trainingof staff in the business
units.

Undercertain circumstances, then, and with care-
fully defined controls, the currently fashionable
trend towards well-managed decentralisation of
the systems function appears,in theliterature and
in practice, to offer certain benefits to the systems
departmentitself and to its internal customers.

Jack Buchanan and Richard Linowes(reference 14)
have provided a useful analytical tool for deciding
which areas of systems responsibilities should be
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centralised and which should be decentralised.
Theyclassify all the systemsactivities under three
main headings ♥ operations, development, and
control. Figure 5.5 showstheir classification. They
also provide more detailed observations of how
systems management tasks are allocated in
practice. Figure 5.6 illustrates the centralised and
decentralised organisation of tasks in six typical
application areas within an airline, two manufac-
turing organisations,a retail store chain, a company
with several divisions, and an international bank.
The examples shownin Figure5.6 illustrate vividly
the way different degrees of decentralisation will
suit different business environments. Apart from
the business sector involved, the most important
factor will usually be the extent to which the
business unit feels willing and able to sustain the
extra responsibility, and to absorb the specialist
staff necessary to do so. The transfer of responsi-
bility can be phased, with control activities paving
the way.

CHANGES IN THE ROLE OF THE SYSTEMS
DEPARTMENT AND ITS SKILLS PROFILE
If we (and other researchers) are correct in ourforecasts about the integration of systemsactivitieswith the business, and the externalisation of someresponsibilities, then certain consequences flowfrom those forecasts. There will be importantchanges in the way the systems departmentconducts its work andin theskills it will require.Some of these changes are set out below.
♥ The systems departmentplays an increasing rolein addressing strategic business issues at boardlevel, and learns to help and support topmanagement.
♥ The systems department monitors and teststechnological developments.
♥ Many moresystemsstaff are integrated into thebusiness units, but they receive technicalleadership from the central systems group.
♥ Thecentral systems group provides guidance onoverall systems architecture, particularly for

networking and databases.
♥ The central systems team strongly influences

(and probably controls) group policy on hard-
ware and software. Nonconforming purchases
are not banned, but are madeto look eccentric
and costly.

♥ The systems department learns to integrate
decision-support systems and intelligent
knowledge-based systems with office systems
and to encourage their use.

♥ The systems department becomesinvolved with
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Figure 5.5 Areasof systemsactivity
 

   

 

(Source: Buchanan and Linowes ♥ see reference 14)
 

all aspects of administration, including jobstructuring, organisation, and motivation. Itusurps and updatestheoldrole of organisation
and methods (O&M)studies.

♥ The systems department counsels, trains, andeducates its customers in how to identify new
opportunities for exploiting systems.

In earlier chapters we have indicated where wethink the presentstance of the systems communityis inadequate for, or even hostile towards,
successful evolution into these new roles. Clearly,
no particular organisational arrangements will in
themselves guarantee success. The people and the
skills are paramount. But if the organisational
structure cannot makesuccess a certainty, it can
make failure highly likely if it constricts the
performanceof the team andinhibits the develop-
ment of skills, leadership, and managerial com-
petence. How doesthe systems communityseeits
ownrequirements for training and development?
In 1985, a survey conducted by the French
computer journal 01 Informatique provided an
interesting insight into the self-knowledgeof its
respondents. Respondents were asked if they
thought their basic qualification would remain
valid in 1990, provided they were kept up to date.
Fifty-one per cent said yes; 41 per cent thought
that their qualification would need to evolve tostay in line with the needs of 1990. Nevertheless,
nearly half the respondents received no formal
training whatsoeverin 1985, and only 15 per cent
received training in management or any subject
outside their technical specialisation.
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 Figure 5.6 Examples of centralised and decentralised systems managementactivities
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Adding to the concern caused by these statistics,
the survey showedthat since 1983 (the date of the
previous survey) a much larger proportion of the
respondents had studied data processing at college.
At a time when the main challenges facing the
systems departmentare to broadenits managerial
competence and to increase its understanding of
business issues, there is some evidence thatit is
becoming even more technically oriented than
before.

What kindof people are really needed, and what
skills must they have, if the systems department
is to be successful in its new roles? We turn again
for guidance to the paper delivered by Anthony
Bargioni at the Gleneagles Foundation Conference
in 1985. Anthony categorises the fourskills areas
in which systems staff must improve as business
knowledge, understanding of corporate culture,
the ability to earn the appropriate status, and
maturity.

Systems departments have generally been absorbed
in acquiring technical knowledge and have neglec-
ted the need to understand the realities of the
businesses in which they work. At present, the
culture of the systems department is determined
largely by the needs of the technology. The
computer requires perfectly articulated solutions
and uncompromising implementation. On the other
hand,the culture of the business requires working
with imperfection and imprecision; the realities of
businesslife are not clear-cut. In many enterprises,
the status of the systems function is determined
byits cost level,its organisational disturbance, and
its questionable performance. It has not earned
sufficient status to be able to influence the enter-
prise☂s policy. To earn the required status in the
eyesof the business, the systems department must
be able to demonstrate a maturity that it does not
yet possess.
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Anthony Bargioni☂s views are sharp and strongly
held. They are presented here not as research-
based findings, but as the opinions of one highly
experienced andperceptive practitioner of the art
of systems management. Each reader mustreflect
on howfar these views, and the prescriptions that
flow from them, apply within his or her own organ-
isation.

SELECTING THE RIGHT STAFF FOR THE
NEW ENVIRONMENT
Fitting the right people to the right jobs is a
complex task, and in recent years more use has
been made of psychological profiling. One of the
established methods is knownas the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, evolved from theoretical work
originally carried out by Jung himself. Each person
is typed by measuring four personality characteris-
tics. Each characteristic is plotted between two
extremes:
♥ Introversion versus extroversion.
♥ Sensing versusintuition.
♥ Thinking versus feeling.
♥ Judging versus perceiving.

During the early 1980s, a three-year survey of
systemsprofessionals was conductedin the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Australia to
measure their personalities and work preferences.
(The results of this survey were reported by
Michael Lyons ♥ see reference 15.) Every indi-
vidual has a unique score in the assessment, but
if the kind of people currently attracted to systems
careers can be understoodbetter, thereis a greater
chance of remedying any deficiencies and
organising the people to give the highest chance
of success. We show in Figure 5.7 the aggregated
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Figure 5.7 Personality characteristics of systems staff
compared with those of the general public
 

 

 

Percentage displaying a. 2 ;
characteristics a

Characteristic Ben
personnel

Extroversion / 33%
Introversion 67% 7
Sensing / 46%
Intuitive 54%
Thinking / ; 81%
Feeling 19%
Judging / ☁ 66%
Perceiving 34%     

 

 

(Source: Michael Lyons ♥ see reference 15)
 

personality characteristics for the systemscommunity, compared with the profile for thegeneral public.
Compared with the population at large, systemsstaff include a disproportionate number ofintroverts and intuitive, judgemental thinkers.Perhaps the special nature of the work attracts aspecial kind of person. The untested belief in theminds of many people that systems staff aresomehow ☁different☂ turns out to be objectivelytrue. The figures are aggregated, however.It is byno means impossible that within the totals thereare enough ☁normal☂ people to communicate withthe world outside the systems department. Theysimply have to be identified.
A tendency to one extreme of each of thepersonality characteristics causes definableproblemsfor the systemsspecialist seeking to workalongside ☁normal☂ people. For example, a highrating on the axis towards introversion makescommunication with anyone other than oneselfdifficult. A strong tendency to be intuitive, ratherthan sensing, may makethe topic seem unworldly,although a strong bias towardsintuition leads toimagination and creativity. A strong inclinationtoward thinking, rather than feeling, can lead tomanagement difficulties and alienation of personalcontacts. And a tendency for judging rather thanperceiving may create an impression of superiorityand condescension.

The results of the survey were encouraging in one
respect, however, because 40 per cent of the
sample had a combination of personality character-
istics that is ideally suited to manyofthe traditional
tasks of the systems department. In fact, the statis-
tics suggest that the systems recruiters around the
world have done an outstandingjob in finding the
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right people for the tasks that used to dominate thework of the systems department. Thedifficulty
facing most systems departments today is how
these same groups of people can be reorganised to
meet the new demands.
Clearly, it is quite hopeless to expect theintroverted, intuitive, thinking, judging systemsprofessional to change his or her personality
overnight by an act of will. Equally, it is absurd to
imagine that an extrovert, sensing, feeling,
perceiving sales managerwill acquire the attributesof a poet or philosopher (or even of a systems
analyst). Moreover, in a situation where peopleappear to have gravitated, more by luck than
judgement, to kinds of work for which they are
temperamentally well suited, it would be madness
to expectall of them to change. By definition,if
they succeeded in changing, everyone would be in
the wrongjob. But it is also unhelpful to fall back
on the old cliché that people do not change. They
can and do. Otherwise, what are training and
experience for? The extremes of behaviour and
attitude can be moderated by creating an
environment that rewards such change.It is not
easy, as our case history describing Volvo☂sexperiences demonstrated. The importantpointis
that the necessity for new patterns of behaviour
and new attitudes should be clearly understood.
If it is true that most of the people entering the
systems departmentare biased towards a particular
mindset well suited to solitary problem-solving,
thenit is not surprising that the departmentis short
of good middle managers. Compared with other
departments,it will have less promising material.
Those few who possess managerial talent will feel
like misfits, and may moveon. In the next, and
final, section of this report we argue that the
systems director in any organisation should be
distinguished for managerial, rather than for
technical, skills. By the same token, the systems
department must ensurethat parallel career paths
exist both forthe first-rate technologist and for the
outstanding manager.It is very easy to turn a good
technician into a bad manager, and to judge a
potential manageronly by technical criteria. Both
errors force people into the wrongjobs.

THE ROLE OF THE SYSTEMS DIRECTOR
Throughoutthe literature we havestudied, there
runs a commonthreadofcriticism of the systems
director. It seems that it is in the very nature of
the systems function that its leader should be
subjected to a familiar litany of accusations.
Projects run late and are over budget. The systems
departmentis in conflict with companypolicy and
practices. The department is fascinated by
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technology and unresponsive to business needs.
EDP Analyser recently asked a sample of data
processing managerstolist the major changes they
expected (or perhaps hopedfor) in theirjobs. Their
replies(listed in Figure 5.8) show that they know
well the tenor of the criticism so often levelled
against them.

Jack Rockart (see reference 16) has identified four
areas to which the systems director should pay
urgent attention, namely service, communication,
human resources, and the repositioning of the
systems department. These areas are remarkably
similar to the priorities expressed by Anthony
Bargioniin his Gleneagles Foundation Conference
presentation already cited.

By service, Jack Rockart means both the delivery
of the service in ways that are effective and
efficient and also the management of the way the
service is perceived. Perception is created by
communication, a two-way processthat is beyond
the capability of the old-fashioned, isolated
technician. Human resources are the key to
providing the right kinds of service. There will be
a premium on people who are both technically
literate and managerially competent.

Rockart assumesa binary organisational structure,
with the old-fashioned ☁Cobol shop☂ coexisting
alongside the new, business-oriented unit. The
systems function is repositioned (or, as Anthony
Bargioni wouldsay, gains status) by promoting the
role of customer computing; by reorganising itself
so as to bring systems into the mainstream of the
enterprise; by taking charge of wider needs for
information in the business than were met by
traditional data processing; and finally by
transforming the systems department from a
production unit for applications to a high-grade
sales, marketing, and service operation. From his
observation of companies that have reached
maturity in systems, Jack Rockart has deduced a
set of critical success factors (or actions) corres-
ponding to each of the fourpriority areas. They are
set out below.

Service: techniques are required for measuring
users☂ perceptionsof the service (sign-off inquiry
on terminals, questionnaire or interview surveys,
etc.).
Communication: certain actions are required to
ensure the critical success factors for
communications:
♥ Ongoingstrategic planning should be carried out

by the systems director.
♥ Systemsdirectors should report to the top of the

organisational pyramid.
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 Figure 5.8 Job changes expected by data processingmanagers
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(Source: EDP Analyser, June 1984 extract)

 

♥ Steering committees should be established.
♥ Informalcontacts within the organisation should

be established.
♥ A top management systems team,consisting of

an executive officer for user contact and an
operating officer for internal systems manage-
ment, should be established, leaving general
issues of corporate managementto the systems
director.

♥ Systems developmentstaff should report to, or
be aligned with, user groups.

Human resources: the following actions are
required to ensure the critical success factors in the
area of human resources:
♥ There should be clear career developmentplans

for systemsstaff.
♥ Systemsstaff should be interchanged with the

rest of the organisation.
♥The number of systems personnel with a

generalist, managerial focus should be increased.
♥ The image of the systems department as a

reservoir of talented people for the organisation
should be promoted.

Repositioning the systems function: key actions
required to reposition the systems function in the
eyes of the enterprise are to:
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♥ Develop methods to manage data as a corporate
resource.

♥ Create new methodsto further the development
of decision-support systems for managers
(establishing separate user-support organ-
isations, for example).

♥ Transfer systems developmentstaff and hard-
ware to divisions and functional departments.

♥ Focus on the development of methods to
disseminate computer technology in the enter-
prise.

Implicit in Rockart☂s analysis is the important
assumption that when systems resources are
widely distributed throughout the organisation,it
will be impossible for the systems director to
control them from the centre. Measured purely by
the numberof people controlled, therefore, thepowerof the systemsdirectorwill decline. But this
decline will be more than offset by increasing
responsibility in other fields, especially in the
managementof networks, data, processing power,
and software development methods. From theoffice of the systems director will flow advice,guidance, and (where appropriate) rules concern-ing longer-range developments, communication
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and training, standards, security, and imminent
technologies. By sacrificing part of his or herdetailed control over the present, the systemsdirector becomes a worthy custodian ofthe future.
Weclose this report with a profile of the systems
director of the 1990s ♥ a portrait of a paragon.
The systems directoris:

♥ Seen as a corporate officer, a manager amongmanagers.
♥ Technically competent, but not first and fore-most a technician.
♥ A candidate for a top managementjob.
♥ Essentially a communicator, with a messagefor

the enterprise.
♥ Anardentparticipantin thebattle to accomplish

goals.
♥ Keenly awareofhis or her owncritical successfactors.
♥ Workingfull-time on securing improvements in

each of the above areas.
Anything else is a waste of time.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government and industry. The companyoffers
a wide range of services both to suppliers and users
of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation is a
service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible
threats arising from developmentsin the field of
information systems.
The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.
Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments
in information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers of
the technology. The membershipis international, with
participants from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topics are selected by Butler Cox andhalf
by preferences expressed by the membership. Each
yeara shortlist of topics is circulated for consideration
by the members. Member organisations rank the
topics according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process, members☂ preferences are
determined.
Before each research project starts there is a further
opportunity for members to influence the direction
of the research. A detailed description of the project
defining its scope and the issues to be addressed is
sent to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written in a style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and on offering advice and guidance on how
and whento address those issues.
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